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Access to the 1901 and 1911 Census returns for the entire island of Ireland 
has been available for public research for around 50 years and indeed, the 
digitisation of the 1901 and 1911 Census returns by the National Archives 
provided a wonderful national heritage resource freely available via the 
internet. This has been a phenomenal success and has greatly increased the 
interest amongst Ireland’s diaspora in their ancestral links to Ireland.

However, the current restriction on public access to the returns of Census 
of Population taken since the founding of the State stems from section 35 of 
the Statistics Act 1993, which reads:

Section 35 In the case of a Census of Population undertaken under this 
Act or under the repealed enactments, the restrictions of sections 32 and 
33 of this Act shall cease to apply 100 years after the date of the relevant 
Census.

At the time of the passing of Statistics Bill through Seanad Éireann 
in 1993, Senators were urged to reduce the closure period to between 50 
and 70 years to allow for the 1926 Census of Population to be opened for 
genealogical and family history research.

Senator Manning put down an amendment at the Committee Stage 
reducing the period of closure to 50 years however this amendment was 
withdrawn at the request of the Minister who would consider a 70 year 
closure period. But unfortunately the amendment was not pressed and the 
Bill finally passed all stages in the Dáil on July 7th 1993.

For many decades the public has been able to view the Irish Census 
Returns taken in 1901 and 1911. These returns have been an invaluable 
source for historical, genealogical and social history research. But the most 
turbulent period in modern Irish history ensued in the years following the 
latter Census.

The Lock Out of 1913, The founding of the Irish Volunteers, the Irish 
Citizen Army and Cumann na mBan; The split in the Volunteers; The 
outbreak of First World War in 1914 and the recruitment, conscription, 
enlistment of hundreds of thousands of Irishmen in the British army (around 
50,000 Irishmen killed before it ended) in the four years till 1918; the Easter 
Rising in 1916, executions, internment, release and revival leading to the 
General Election in 1918 have not been reflected in the Census records 
available to the public to date.
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Nor, has statistical information contained within the Census of Population 
of 1926 showing the impact of the upheaval from the Declaration of 
Independence by An Chéad Dáil on January 21st 1919 [a date peculiarly 
not marked in Ireland] and the bloody war with the British authorities and 
their forces on the island until a Truce and Treaty in 1921 or the Civil War 
which ensued after the establishment of the Irish Free State in 1922, been 
available to historians, statisticians, genealogicolists and others.

The new Irish Free State held its first census in 1926 at the height of 
economic depression and emigration, 15 years after the last British Census 
of Population in Ireland.

That 15 year period between Censuses has also an enormous cultural 
and linguistic significance in that the Gaeltacht areas were much more 
extensive with native speakers existing in counties that today have no 
Gaeltachtaí within their borders and yet, the Irish language and culture had 
now the backing of the new State.

This 15 year gap in our research material is one of the most important 
periods of Irish history. This 1926 Census was “closed” for 100 years by 
the Statistics Act 1993, in line with all other Census returns taken since 
1926. Whilst, keeping the 100 year rule for other Census returns, this Bill 
makes an exception for the 1926 Census as it is proposed to afford the 1926 
Census a “Special Heritage Status” and to bridge this gap in our records 
covering this very important period in our nation’s history from 1911 to 
1926. The data contained in the 1926 census will afford all the opportunity 
to learn and understand more how turbulent events such as the 1913 
Lockout, 1916 Easter Rising & subsequent Wars impacted on the populace.

In removing the 1926 Census from the closure restriction in the Statistics 
Act 1993, the Taoiseach may, through regulation, provide such conditions 
as may be deemed appropriate for the provision of public access to the 
census returns electronically.

The release of this 1926 Census would provide a very significant boost to 
Irish historical research, genealogy and family history research and indeed, 
to Irish tourism generally. The addition of the 1926 Census to the on-line 
resources recently made available by the State including the indexes to the 
records of the General Register Office (Births, Marriages and Deaths) on 
www.irishgenealogy.ie and the uploading of the microfilm copies of the 
Roman Catholic parish registers held at the National Library of Ireland 
to its website, clearly demonstrates the importance of this genealogical 
heritage to our people at home and to the seventy million people of Irish 
ancestry overseas.

The release of the 1926 Census during the 1916 Rising Centenary year 
and as part of the overall Decade of Centenaries commemorations will 
provide an enormously important resource for the public and the academic 
community and greatly assist in our understanding of the revolutionary 
period of our nation’s history.

This Bill seeks to honour the men and women of revolutionary era in 
a unique and very tangible manner, in which, we can all share, learn and 
connect with our heritage as we as a Nation mark the centenary of the 1916 
Rising.

Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh,
Bealtaine, 2016.
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